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ABSTRACT

Objective: To introduce a statistical method of assessing hospital-based non–intensive care unit (non-ICU) inpatient glucose control.

Methods: Point-of-care blood glucose (POC-BG) data from non-ICU hospital units was extracted for January 1 through December 31, 2011. Glucose data distribution was examined before and after Box-Cox transformations and compared to normality. Different subsets of data were used to establish upper and lower control limits, and exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) control charts were constructed from June, July, and October data as examples to determine if out-of-control events were identified differently in nontransformed vs transformed data.

Results: A total of 36,381 POC-BG values were analyzed. In all 3 monthly test samples, glucose distributions in nontransformed data were skewed but approached normal distribution once transformed. Interpretation of out-of-control events from EWMA control chart analysis also revealed differences. In the June test data, an out-of-control process was identified at sample 53 with nontransformed data, while the transformed data remained in control for the duration of the observed period. Analysis of July data demonstrated an out-of-control process sooner in the transformed data (sample 55) than the nontransformed (sample 111), while for October, transformed data remained in control longer than nontransformed data.

Conclusion: Statistical transformations increase the normal behavior of inpatient non-ICU glycemic data sets. The decision to transform glucose data could influence the interpretation and conclusions about the status of inpatient glycemic control. Further study is required to determine whether transformed vs nontransformed data influence point-of-care decisions or evaluation of interventions.
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INTRODUCTION

Data on glucose levels in a large sample of US hospitals are now available that can serve as a benchmark. Although some consensus has been achieved, there is lack of consensus concerning how data should be collected, analyzed, and reported (2). Previous publications have typically focused on evaluating and comparing the relationship of different inpatient glucose measures (eg, mean glucose, patient-day weighted mean glucose, hyperglycemic index) with mortality or some other specific outcome (2).

What is lacking in the literature in the discussion of inpatient hyperglycemia is how to assess the impact of interventions on glucose control or how to monitor if glucose levels remain in control over time. Specifically, given the desire to measure the effectiveness of interventions targeting management of hyperglycemia in the hospital, how do we make better decisions on care from a statistical standpoint? Is it possible, with the introduction of statistical techniques, to accept or reject the effectiveness of interventions sooner? To evaluate changes over time, mean glucose levels would be the simplest metric to track, but given the extreme values that can occur in the hospital, data may be skewed. Moreover, given the large number of measurements that occur in the hospital, small changes may be statistically but not necessarily clinically relevant (3).

Control charting has been suggested as 1 method of assessing the impact of interventions targeting inpatient hyperglycemia, but little data exist on the use of this approach when it is applied to hospital-based glucose measurements (4). Statistical process control charts can help to determine whether changes in care processes are having a real impact on outcomes (5). In the instance of inpatient diabetes management, variations in care practices that have an undesired impact on glucose control could be identified and rectified by examining events that exceed
upper or lower limits of statistical control. A fundamental assumption of process control, however, is that the data being charted reasonably resemble a normal distribution (6,7). Inappropriately assuming the nature of the distribution can lead to false alarms and incorrect conclusions (8). In health care, these may impede patient care and risk safety.

This paper introduces a statistical method of identifying changes in inpatient glucose control via control charts. The method first transforms large glucose data sets to maximize normal distribution–based behavior and then compares control charts before and after transformation. The impact of the transformation on conclusions that may be derived from analyzing control chart data is discussed.

METHODS

Data Extraction

Inpatient point-of-care blood glucose (POC-BG) data on patients not requiring a stay in the intensive care unit (non-ICU) were extracted from the laboratory information system for the period spanning January 1 through December 31, 2011. POC-BG measurements were conducted on a standardized point-of-care testing device (Roche Accu-Chek Inform) that allows scanning of patient identification with direct download into the laboratory information system. All repeat measurements that might have been performed for the same patient within 60 minutes of each other to confirm a high or low value were removed. A total of 36,381 glucose values were extracted for the period. This analysis did not involve any patient identifiers and was part of overall quality improvement/quality assurance efforts on inpatient glycemic control at the authors’ institution, and the Mayo Clinic Institutional Review Board determined that formal review and approval were not needed.

Data Transformation

Statistical procedures for process control commonly assume data sets are approximated by a normal distribution (9). Mathematical transformations enable skewed data sets to approach the behavior of normalized data (10). Research indicates that distributions of outpatient glucose data
exhibit bimodal characteristics (11). It is unclear, however, whether the incorporation of multimodal distribution characteristics into the study of inpatient glucose management improves decision making. To facilitate the potential adoption of an already complex model into the clinical setting, the authors elected to strike a balance between accounting for further distribution characteristics and ease of use. In all scenarios presented, therefore, unimodal distributions were assumed. Expanding this assumption to include bimodality may be an area of future study.

The Box-Cox transformation, applied in our analysis of non-ICU POC-BG data, is a family of transformations that optimally normalizes a variable of interest and eliminates the need to randomly apply different approaches. It represents a potential “best practice” for normalizing data (12,13). Transforming the data enables the application of common analytical techniques that are designed to leverage the characteristics of normal distributions. These techniques include statistical process control (6,14). In this effort, control charting was applied to both raw (nontransformed) and transformed POC-BG data, with comparisons in observations then made between the 2 analyses.

An iterative mathematical process (Figure 1) was used to identify the Box-Cox transformation parameter lambda (λ) that represented the closest fit of a raw data set to a normal distribution, based on a $\chi^2$ goodness-of-fit test (15).

Mathematically, the transformation, $T(y)$, is represented by the following equation:

$$T(y) = \frac{y^\lambda - 1}{\lambda}, \text{ for } \lambda \neq 0$$
$$T(y) = \ln(y), \text{ for } \lambda = 0$$

where $y =$ response variable, and $\lambda =$ transformation parameter (13).

Goodness-of-fit tests generally involve calculating test statistics and rejecting a null hypothesis that the data conform to a specified distribution if the statistic exceeds a predetermined critical value (15,16). As the goodness-of-fit test required the collection of data points into samples of 5 or more, individual observations were grouped (17). For the purposes of this study, we arbitrarily
chose a sample size of 10. The data were grouped without knowledge of the clinical status of the patient.

**Control Charts**

An exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) control chart was constructed to assess the performance of glucose values over time. Unlike traditional control charts that require sophisticated rules to identify significant events, EWMA charts highlight out-of-control processes as soon as plotted points exceed a control limit (18,19). Different 3-month subsets of data were used to calculate and establish upper and lower control limits before proceeding with the EWMA chart. From baseline data, upper and lower control limits were established to maintain glucose levels in a band that extended above and below a baseline average by 3 times the standard deviation, commonly referred to as the 3-sigma limit (6). Once the baseline was established, example charts were constructed in arbitrarily chosen 1-month intervals. Graphs included in this analysis specifically highlight portions of the 1-month intervals where differences were observed. For this report, we highlight 3 examples from different months illustrating how data transformations may impact the recognition of out-of-control events identified by control charts.

**RESULTS**

**Example 1**

In the first example, taken from analysis of June 2011 data, nontransformed glucose data yielded exceptionally high $\chi^2$ results, suggesting poor normal distribution characteristics (Figure 2, top panel). The high $\chi^2$ values and the left-skewed probability plots of the original (nontransformed) data supported a poor fit to a normal distribution. Lambda values between −2.0 and +2.0 were iteratively applied to the data, with the goal of minimizing the test statistic. After transformation, the same data yielded a significantly lower $\chi^2$ result. The greater symmetry evident in the probability plot also supports a closer normal fit. While the transformations with
the lowest $\chi^2$ results failed to meet a 95% confidence critical value, the transformations nonetheless improved the normal behavior characteristics of the various data sets.

An EWMA control chart (Figure 2, bottom panel) was then constructed. Before and after transformations were superimposed to highlight differences. With nontransformed data, an out-of-control process was identified at sample 53. The transformed data set, however, while approaching the lower 3-sigma limit at sample 53, remained in control for the duration of the observed period. Thus, in this example, the extra step of transformation of the glucose data indicated that the care processes in place resulted in glucose remaining within control limits throughout the entire period.

**Example 2**

Figure 3 illustrates another example of the impact of a statistical transformation on the analysis of inpatient glucose data from July 2011. As with the first example, nontransformed data (Figure 3, top panel) were skewed, yielding an excessively high $\chi^2$ statistic. After transformation, the $\chi^2$ statistic improved, and the resulting distribution was closer to normal.

In this EWMA control chart example, for the purpose of graphic representation and since no out-of-control hypoglycemic events were noted, the lower statistical limit was removed. When assessing nontransformed vs transformed glucose data, the transformed data hit an out-of-control limit at sample 55, while the nontransformed data did not (Figure 3, bottom panel). While both the nontransformed and transformed data exceeded the upper control limit by sample 111, only the nontransformed data reached the upper clinical limit of 180 mg/dL (20). This was over 50 samples (and with groupings of 10 observations per sample, ie, 500 observations) after the transformed data at sample 55. Thus, the transformed data detected an out-of-control glucose process sooner than did the nontransformed data.

**Example 3**

In example 3, once again, the skewed nature of glucose values is observed, brought closer to normal after transformation (Figure 4, top panel). The EWMA control chart (Figure 4, bottom
The EWMA control chart revealed differences between nontransformed and transformed results. In this example, the nontransformed process exceeded the lower statistical control limit at sample 118. However, the transformed data remained in control longer—until sample 127. Unlike the nontransformed data, when the statistical control limit was eventually exceeded, it surpassed the upper level rather than the lower.

**DISCUSSION**

Development of statistical methods to assess inpatient hyperglycemia are needed to provide researchers, clinicians, hospital administrators, and quality improvement organizations meaningful data on the impact of care processes designed to monitor glucose control. In our study, we applied the Box-Cox family of transformations to establish our statistical methods. Nonetheless, a variety of statistical approaches should ultimately be explored and compared. This would establish methods that provide the best representation of either longitudinal changes in glucose control or the magnitude to which glucose control is influenced by changes in care. Control charts are one quality improvement tool that can be used to evaluate inpatient hyperglycemia care, and this analysis introduced one method of identifying out-of-control inpatient glucose events in a statistical manner for data derived from inpatients who were not critically ill.

The analysis did confirm the nonnormal distribution of non-ICU inpatient POC-BG data. Box-Cox transformations did result in a closer approximation of distributions toward normality. The skewness of nontransformed glucose data will need to be taken into account when choosing the best statistical method to evaluate differences in glycemic control across time or when comparing results of quality improvement efforts targeting inpatient hyperglycemia.

Clinically recommended glucose limits of 70 to 180 mg/dL are much broader than the relatively tight bounds established through the statistical analysis of these data (20). The purpose of a control chart is to identify an out-of-control process, preferably as soon as possible, and
represents another statistical tool to evaluate inpatient glucose control. It will continue to be of interest to institutions to report absolute frequencies of hypoglycemic and hyperglycemic events compared to national guidelines. However, hospitals may find it more important to establish if, or when, a previously controlled glucose management process became out-of-control, rather than just knowing whether a set of values meet a national standard. In this analysis, control charting utilizing transformed data identified out-of-control events on the upper rather than the lower control limits, which suggests that hyperglycemia, rather than hypoglycemia, was the out-of-control process in these data. This observation is consistent with previous analyses both from this institution and nationally suggesting that hypoglycemic events were uncommon with respect to hyperglycemic events (1,21).

As illustrated in example 1, transformed data enabled a seemingly out-of-control process to remain in control throughout the observation period. In this example, nontransformed data could have triggered a false alarm, resulting in an unnecessary change in glucose control processes of care. Differences based on data transformations were also demonstrated in example 3, when the nontransformed data revealed a process that led to glucose levels exceeding the lower statistical control limit, but transformed data showed that the process maintained glucose in control longer—until sample 127. Both examples 1 and 3 suggest that transformations, by enabling processes to remain in statistical control longer, may reduce false alarms associated with naturally skewed data. Example 3 also illustrates how the alarms may change—from out-of-control at a lower limit to a higher limit—with transformation. Example 2 illustrates how transformed data can identify an out-of-control process sooner. Earlier identification of an out-of-control process can lead to less delay in making corrective changes in care.

The main limitation of this analysis is that it is based on retrospective data. The significance of identifying out-of-control events at different times in nontransformed vs transformed data—in terms of whether care would have been altered sooner rather than later—cannot be determined here. What would be of interest is whether a similar transformation in real
time would alter the conclusions of an actual intervention in the hospital targeting inpatient hyperglycemia. The data were limited to non-ICU glucose measurements, and a comparable analysis is needed for data derived from critically ill patients. The impact on care management of glucose data sets exhibiting potentially bimodal distribution characteristics might be of future interest. Finally, this analysis comprised pooled data from all the inpatient areas (excluding critical care). Once refined, this analytic approach could be developed to assess process control based on specific geographic areas within the hospital or by the specialty service managing the patient.

The analysis did demonstrate that statistical transformations increase the normal behavior of inpatient glycemic data sets, at least the ones derived from non-ICU patients. Statistically, results with transformed data were more robust as the tools used to obtain these results are based on an underlying presupposition of normality. The decision to analyze transformed or nontransformed glucose data could influence the interpretation and conclusions about the status of inpatient glycemic control or the impact of interventions. Further study is required to determine whether transformed vs nontransformed data influence point-of-care decisions or evaluation of interventions.
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Legends

Figure 1. Analytical approach to iteratively performing a Box-Cox transformation. This method resulted in the selection of the transformation parameter lambda that maximized the normal distribution characteristics of the underlying glucose data set.

Figure 2. Probability plot (top panel) and control chart (bottom panel) of original (nontransformed) and transformed glucose data sets, from June 2011, used in example 1. The population mean of the nontransformed data set is denoted by $\mu$, and standard deviation, by $\sigma$. The decrease in the $\chi^2$ test statistic from 5,631.4 to 832.7 demonstrates an improvement in the normal distribution characteristics of the transformed data. See text for interpretation of control chart findings.

Figure 3. Probability plot (top panel) and control chart (bottom panel) of original (nontransformed) and transformed glucose data sets, from July 2011, used in example 2. The population mean of the nontransformed data set is denoted by $\mu$, and standard deviation, by $\sigma$. The decrease in the $\chi^2$ test statistic from 3,784.1 to 260.2 demonstrates an improvement in the normal distribution characteristics of the transformed data. See text for interpretation of control chart findings.

Figure 4. Probability plot (top panel) and control chart (bottom panel) of original (nontransformed) and transformed glucose data sets, from October 2011, used in example 3. The decrease in the $\chi^2$ test statistic from 4,286.7 to 372.2 demonstrates an improvement in the normal distribution characteristics of the transformed data. See text for interpretation of control chart findings.
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